
Proofreading #6 January 22, 2007 

1. [active] The economy turns downwards. Many thieves will be appeared appear. 

2. [adjective] The world will become more unity united, peace peaceful and full of love. 

3. [agreement] Being a Hong Kong people citizen, we I have enough money. Why couldn’t this  

these two kinds of help (local and overseas) coexist? 

4. [agreement] Nowadays, Hong Kong’s needy people is are increasing. 

5. [be] In recent years, there have been many disasters all over the world. 

6. [choice] Many activities have been held to help the sufferers victims of the South Asia 

earthquake. 

7. [choice] The victims are separated scattered all over the disaster zone. 

8. [choice] We should have a lovely loving heart to help people. 

9. [choice] We should help people in need. We can’t divide exclude those people in different 

countries and help Hong Kong’s needy only. 

10. [countable] Hong Kong does have needy people, but not too much many. 

11. [do] I am do not think we are selfish. We are do not say that we should not help people in the 

other countries. But we should think about our resources first. 

12. [extra words] In the recent years, there are a lot of disasters have happened. 

13. [gerund] We may need aids in the future. Therefore, help helping the victims of other 

countries is a good investment. 

14. [noun] An earthquake caused a serious destruction and many people are still dangerous in 

danger. 

15. [noun] Hong Kong is an international city. She has a definite affect effect in the world. 

16. [noun] In China, there is always a problem of poor poverty. 

17. [noun] These victims need our support and encourage encouragement to rebuild their life. 

Their improve improvement depends on our generous generosity. 

18. [order] The people who are suffering and hungry, we We should help them the people who 

are suffering and hungry. 

19. [p.p.] After the earthquake, many people are homeless and injury injured. 

20. [plural] We should not be selfish and just help the one ones who have the same nationality 

with us. 

21. [preposition] Everyday, many people die by of hunger in the poor countries. 

22. [preposition] I agree with the statement that we should help Hong Kong’s needy first. 

23. [rewrite] After the earthquake, the victims are it is difficult for the victims to make a living. 

24. [rewrite] Hong Kong does not happen any No serious natural disasters happen here in Hong 

Kong. 

25. [rewrite] If a poor country occurs a big disaster occurs in a poor country, we should help 

this country first. 

26. [spelling] Beside Besides, Hong Kong is a lucky place. She doesn’t have many earthquakes. 

27. [subject] If we have the money to spare, why don’t we spend it to help the SE Asia victims? 

28. [subject] We should help Hong Kong’s needy people after we help the other countries. 

29. [verb] Many victims loss have lost their homes and relatives in this massive earthquake. 

30. [verb] Other countries will refuse to help because they also want to safe save themselves first. 


